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EAFRD Projects Brochure 'Bioeconomy'

[1]

This edition of the EAFRD Projects Brochure illustrates how the mainstreaming of the bioeconomy is
being accelerated by Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) around Europe.
A sustainable bioeconomy, while it beneﬁts everyone, has particular relevance for rural communities.
The twelve projects featured in this Projects Brochure illustrate how RDPs are helping rural

communities seize the opportunities oﬀered by the bioeconomy through the production of sustainable
food and feed, innovative bio-based products, renewable energy, environmentally sustainable growth
and awareness raising.
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Networking: the vibrant rural north

[3]

This is the main report of a dedicated ENRD workshop [4], overviewing the national application of the
Estonian, Finnish and Swedish Rural Development Programmes (RDPs).
It explores possible future scenarios, challenges and opportunities aﬀecting rural areas, mainly
focusing on the Nordic-Baltic context.
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Networking: 13th NRNs' meeting

[6]

This is the main report of the 13th meeting [7] of the National Rural Networks (NRNs) in the 2014-2020
period. Event co-organised by the Irish Rural Network Support Unit [8].
It overviews exchanges on ways of reinforcing stakeholder engagement; various topics including
networking under the post-2020 Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), Smart Villages [9] and
Generational Renewal [10]; and ﬁnally the networX [11] event (11-12 April 2019 – Brussels, Belgium).
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Social inclusion: Addressing basic needs
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This brieﬁng was prepared as background material for the ENRD Thematic Work on 'Social Inclusion
[14]' (2017-2018).
It covers topics such as addressing nutritional, housing and health needs.
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Rural Businesses: Final Thematic Group report

[16]

The ﬁnal report of the ENRD Thematic Group (TG) on 'Smart and Competitive Rural Businesses'
(2016-2017) summarises the main recommendations and outputs from the TG's work. Additionally, it
overviews the context, objectives, approach, methods and activities of the TG.
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ENRD networking mapping
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This mapping report overviews the state-of-play of networking activities carried out by the National
Rural Network (NRN) support units and related to Rural Development Programme (RDP)
implementation, NRN operational challenges and future plans, as well as thematic work.
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EAFRD Projects Brochure 'Supporting Rural Business'
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This edition of the EAFRD Projects Brochure explores how Rural Development Programme (RDP)
funding – co-ﬁnanced by the EAFRD – has been used not only to support individual rural businesses,
but also to create the kind of enabling environment that allows businesses to prosper in rural areas.
Supporting rural business usually means providing strategic interventions that can increase the
likelihood of successful, self-sustaining economic activities in rural areas.
The projects highlight inspiring examples of how to provide advice, training and networking
opportunities to rural businesses, as well as targeted investment in the digital and physical
infrastructure needed by rural business, both on-farm and in other rural sectors of activity.
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European rural bioeconomy: policy and tools

[27]

This document presents an overview of the existing policy tools and instruments supporting the
bioeconomy at European, national and local level, highlighting their applications and possible
synergies.
The document is part of the analytical work carried out by the ENRD Thematic Group on
'Mainstreaming the Bioeconomy [28]'.
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RDP Implementation: Final Thematic Group report
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The ﬁnal report of the ENRD Thematic Group on ‘Improving RDP Implementation' (2014-2015) outlines
steps and key recommendations for stakeholders to better deliver the 2014-2020 Rural Development
Programmes (RDPs).
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Networking: 1st NRNs' meeting
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This is the main report of the ﬁrst meeting [33] of the National Rural Networks (NRNs) in the 2014-2020
period.
It overviews the organisation and framework of the NRNs, considering how to better communciate the
Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) and increase stakeholder involvement, including ENRD-NRN
cooperation.
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